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Introduction 

Although much has changed in Native Country since the special issue of 
the Midcontinent American Studies Journal on Native Peoples was published 
in 1965, one factor that has not changed is whites' ambivalence regarding the 
nationalisms of Native Peoples. This inquiry into white ambivalence toward 
Native nationalism comes from analyzing Nancy Oestreich Lurie's essay, "An 
American Indian Renascence?" in that issue. Not unlike today, where Native 
Peoples' nationalism pushes for decolonization and where western ideology and 
interests resist it, Lurie described a similar pattern forty years earlier: whenever 
nationalist movements, such as Red Power and Black Power, challenged their 
ideology and interests, whites experienced discomfort or felt threatened. In
deed, the essay's title implicitly conveys apprehension. 

For understanding white ambivalence and its subsequent inertia toward 
decolonization, Lurie's essay proves instructive. First, I discuss the social and 
political climate in which the special issue of this journal was conceived and 
eventually published. Second, to show how Native nationalism has affected and 
altered my generation's perceptions, I give an overview of events occurring 
between the issue's initial publication and its fortieth anniversary. Third, I re
visit the persistent—albeit wrong—mainstream view that confuses racial mi-
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nority and ethnic status with nationality. Often mainstream thought constructs 
Indian identity around race or ethnicity and, as a result, shifts the discussion 
from nationalism to equal rights or social equality. 

Nationality, by contrast, keeps the discussion focused on a peoples' right to 
co-exist. These distinctions are paramount to understanding what was happen
ing within Native Country as well as to explaining why whites, and perhaps also 
minority and ethnic groups, find themselves on the margins when Native Peoples 
gather to discuss human rights violations or self-determination. Fourth, I dis
cuss nation-building—what Lurie identified as conscious nationalism. In par
ticular, Lurie's and others' uneasiness over nationalism suggested that whites 
could not be counted on as solid allies, since Native nationalism insists on revi
talizing the nation-to-nation relationships that originally existed. That is, it in
sists on decolonization. 

Finally, I discuss decolonization itself by reframing the critiques of whites. 
Here, reframing simply involves switching the voices. This exercise in voice 
reversal reveals that decolonization becomes palatable to the mainstream when 
whites, rather than Native Peoples, make a nationalist claim. 

"The Indian Today" 

On 3 November 1964, millions of white voters who had cast their ballots 
for a number of federal and state offices were in psychological turmoil, if not 
fear. The presidential contest between two white men, Barry Goldwater and 
Lyndon Johnson, had loomed large in the minds of these voters.1 On the one 
hand, Johnson promised to fight poverty, aggressively promote civil rights, and 
stop the spread of "communist aggression." On the other hand, Goldwater be
lieved in personal initiative over government-sponsored social programs. He 
held fast to the Color Line that W.E.B. Du Bois had articulated six decades 
earlier,2 and, as Johnson portrayed him in the now infamous campaign adver
tisement regarding weapons of mass destruction, Goldwater seemingly enter
tained a less restrictive nuclear use option against any threat to white interests. 
As for the populace, whites proclaimed the virtues of "American freedom and 
democracy" yet denied the realities of both to nonwhites, thus exposing them
selves as rank hypocrites. The struggles of nonwhites within and without the 
United States against white racism and political suppression revealed high lev
els of dissatisfaction with the status quo.3 This presidential contest, then, in
volved more than which party was going to control the White House; it also 
mirrored white uncertainty and anxiety as nonwhites charted their own political 
and national destinies. 

In this climate, the Midcontinent American Studies Journal released a spe
cial 1965 fall issue, "The Indian Today." In the midst of transformation, the 
whites' radar screen registered a peculiar signal coming from Native Country. 
Indeed, the journal's editors reported that, "something important is happening 
in the Indian world, although we cannot name it"4 Thus, wanting to know what 
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was generating this signal constituted the motivation for this special issue. Of 
course, as today, if the whites of the 1960s had pointed their radar in the right 
direction all along, or if their radar had been pointed in the right direction and if 
they had paid closer attention, the special issue could have been a definitive— 
and perhaps an affirming—treatise on Native Peoples' respective nationalisms, 
which was in fact the peculiar signal. Instead, the journal's lead essay by Nancy 
Oestreich Lurie revealed how perplexed whites were by this yet-to-be under
stood phenomenon. 

A decade prior to the special issue, this important "something" was being 
forged in the hot ovens of termination. Fortunately, since then, several sources 
by Native and other authors provide a good treatment of the resurgence of Na
tive nationalism. For example, between 1955 and 1964 the Haudenosaunee 
Confederacy opposed water or waterway development projects within their 
homeland: the Knizua Dam Project (Seneca Nation); the Niagara Power Plant 
Project (Tuscarora Nation); and the development of the St. Lawrence Seaway 
Project (Mohawk Nation), and their activism has been well documented.5 

The Haudenosaunee Confederacy's proactive opposition to these colonial 
assaults caught the attention of Native Country, indicating that other Native 
Peoples were finding other ways to reject colonial suppression. Taking their cue 
from the Confederacy, other Native Peoples followed suit with their respective 
acts of resistance. By the time the journal launched the project that culminated 
in "The Indian Today," this resistance had become bold, imaginative, and in
creasingly visible. For example, calling attention to the parsimonious 47 cents/ 
acre that the Americans offered for the land they stole from California Indians, 
a "handful of Bay Area Sioux . . . chartered a boat, landed on Alcatraz on the 
blustery Sunday morning of March 8, 1964, and [drove] claim stakes into the 
ground under the Sioux Treaty of 1868."6 

Also, in early 1964, Native Peoples in Washington State conducted numer
ous fish-ins to exercise their treaty right to fish the rivers. These fish-ins directly 
challenged the arbitrary imposition of state game laws, and state harassment 
and individual acts of white brutality against Natives became common sport. 
Because the fish-ins touched a politico-legal core concerning treaty rights, they 
resonated throughout Native Country, and Native Peoples came from every di
rection to participate. The National Indian Youth Council (NIYC), founded in 
1960 by a handful of Native youth from various parts of Native Country, gained 
legitimacy by participating in these fish-ins and acquired newfound respectabil
ity among a broad spectrum of Native Peoples. As expected, the NIYC's Sover
eignty First! activism against colonial encroachment prompted more than a few 
whites derisively to label such Natives as Red Muslims.7 

Moreover, in July 1964, as Lurie was sending out a questionnaire "seeking 
to explore the contemporary Indian scene[,]"8 the Oceti Sakowin Oyate (herein 
Oyate) was in the final four months of a fierce, six-and-a-half-year battle against 
political incorporation by an all-white South Dakota government. Through Public 
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Law 83-280 (PL 280), the 1953 U.S. colonial law that gave states authority to 
unilaterally impose their laws without obtaining the consent of Native Peoples, 
South Dakota's white population had inched closer to illegally annexing Oyate 
homeland, thus intensifying Oyate resistance. Despite repeated testimony by 
the Oyate against the law's application, the state disregarded our testimony and 
invoked PL 280—albeit unsuccessfully—on three separate occasions. On its 
final try in March 1963, South Dakota's all-white legislators pushed through a 
measure that would "let" South Dakota assume both civil and criminal jurisdic
tion over Lakota and Dakota reservations and consequently eliminate our laws 
and abolish our governments. This measure was met by a focused and brilliant 
campaign led by several Oyate leaders, the likes of which the Oyate had not 
seen since the days of the American-Oyate War (1851-1890).9 Strategic plan
ning, tactical discipline, and resourceful thinking by these leaders eventually 
led to a resounding defeat of the state law in a risky but politically necessary 
statewide vote in November 1964.10 

In nearly every case of Native resistance between 1950 and 1965, Native 
Peoples were responding to a familiar colonial pattern: calculated efforts to 
advance white economic or political fortunes at the expense of Native commu
nities. Native Country's refusal to yield to the colonizers' "march-of-progress" 
dismayed them. As Lurie indicated, whites fumbled over understanding their 
(Natives') behavior because, perhaps, it was so at odds with the image of Indi
ans as "conquered peoples." 

Precisely because these and other watershed developments violated white 
colonial stereotypes of Natives, Lurie could characterize them only as "a social 
movement."11 For our colonizers, this social movement was not about the na
tional coexistence of Native Peoples but had to do with "a heightened desire for 
Indian identity coupled with vocalized insistence on recognition of the right 
. . . to persist as distinctive social entities."12 Distinctive social entities? De

scribing our respective struggles for national coexistence against American co
lonialism as akin to a 1960s social movement is like comparing the African 
National Congress' 1960s struggle against South African apartheid as little more 
than an affirmative action strategy. 

Obviously, the efforts to reduce the intergenerational struggles of Native 
Peoples against colonialism to familiar categories—social movements—fails 
to capture what was happening and does little to fully engage the imagination. 
Specifically, Lurie's description fails to convey the deep resentments held by 
any colonized peoples toward their colonizers, and it fails to identify their even 
deeper determinations to be free. It is not surprising, then, that after almost four 
decades we find ourselves revisiting this terrain. 

Revisiting the Indians Today 
When I first examined the 1965 special volume, the cover struck my atten

tion. Something about the grainy, color picture of traditional dancers and the 
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arbor seemed familiar. Curious, I found the blurb about the picture and discov
ered that it was taken during a wacipi on the Rosebud Sioux Reservation. Look
ing at the picture's background, I wondered if that wacipi was held at Soldier 
Creek, Spring Creek, or Grass Mountain. Reminiscing, I thought about how 
much has changed in Native Country since that picture was taken. I was a nine-
year-old Lakota growing up on the Rosebud Sioux Reservation when the spe
cial volume was published. At that time, playing with friends in the prairies of 
the Northern Plains was our only concern. When the older community members 
saw us—a new generation of Lakota children—playing, perhaps they took heart, 
given the price we had paid and continue to pay for Oyate resistance. This resis
tance included their recent 1963-64 successful fight against state jurisdiction. 
Unlike 75 years before at Wounded Knee, Lakota children were not fleeing for 
their lives from American soldiers. 

Moreover, when the special issue was being developed, I can say with some 
satisfaction that we Lakota children played our part in the resistance. Whenever 
whites came through our reservation, they would invariably want to engage us. 
Some deep instinct would, however, collectively kick in, and we found our
selves running from them. As we ran away, we could hear them shouting, "Come 
back! I (or we) won't hurt you!" Perhaps they would not have hurt us, but we 
learned early on to put some safe distance between them and us. Of course, little 
did we nine-year-olds know what breathtaking developments awaited us be
tween the journal's special issue and its anniversary issue, forty years later. 
How could we have imagined what was to follow and the impact on our lives? 

• The 1968 founding of the American Indian Movement 
(AIM) and its call for full autonomy for Native nations. 
Undoubtedly, such a call pulled at our collective young 
spirit formed from ancient memories. 

Alcatraz 1968 Occupation would clear our minds about 
the value of direct political action in contrast to peaceful 
"social protests." 

Vine Deloria, Jr.'s 1969 bestseller Custer Died for Your 
Sins gave us an intellectual agency so robust that it is 
considered a classic to this day. 

The 1972 Trail of Broken Treaties and the subsequent 
Native occupation of the BIA headquarters in Washing
ton, DC, drew us out of our colonized slumber. 

Wounded Knee II in 1973 made us take a hard look in
ward and begin the work of decolonizing ourselves, per
sonally and nationally. 
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• Leonard Peltier's 1977 trial reminded us of the stakes we 
face as Native patriots. 

Moreover, the whites' 15-year push for termination was being circumscribed 
by the 1968 Indian Civil Rights Act (IRCA), indicating that strong Native resis
tance could have a somewhat salutary effect on Americans.13 United States' laws 
began to address the "Indian Problem" but, unfortunately, not the Native Ques
tion. Some of the more familiar measures still in effect in Native Country from 
the 1970s include: the Indian Self-Determination Act of 1975 (ISDA), which 
"allowed" Native Peoples to contract federal services; the Indian Child Welfare 
Act of 1978 (ICWA), which "allowed" Native governments to intervene in cases 
where Native children were being adopted into non-Native homes; the Indian 
Religious Freedom Act of 1978 (IRFA), which only raised awareness among 
federal agencies about their need to be "sensitive" to Native religious practices; 
and the Tribally-controlled Community College Assistance Act of 1978 
(TCCAA), which provided "financial support" for the then-fledgling Native 
college movement. 

In the four decades following the release of the special issue, the conscious
ness of Native Peoples throughout the United States, especially those born in 
the 1950s, has been radically transformed, so that we no longer think strictly in 
colonized terms. While terms such as "Indians," "American Indians," "Native 
Americans," or "First Nations" are still used to refer to us, this hemisphere's 
original inhabitants, these terms are now giving way to decolonizing terminol
ogy, such as Native or Indigenous Peoples. More importantly, we are quickly 
shedding the so-called tribal names imposed by our colonizers and embracing 
the terms we have always used to refer to ourselves—our nationalities—before 
contact. Despite our transformation since the 1960s, though, we are well aware 
of how colonialism affects our psyche, as, for example, in our growing accep
tance of and participation in the Americans' political system.34 

A Renascence of Familiar Labels 
When the special issue was being developed, Lurie decided to call what 

was transpiring throughout Native Country a "renascence," although she was 
not comfortable with the term. To investigate this renascence further, she sent 
out eighty inquiries on 20 July 1964 to "anthropologists, government person
nel, church workers, and individual Indians" who were familiar with Indian 
affairs to solicit their views on that important yet undefined something.15 Even
tually, eleven articles, written mostly by whites, were published. Of those eleven 
articles, Lurie's "An American Indian Renascence?" proved the most revealing. 
As the guest editorial consultant and co-editor of the special issue, her article (a 
synthesis of the responses to her statement and questionnaire) reflected white 
ambivalence about what was happening among Native Peoples in the mid-1960s. 
Lurie herself, for instance, admitted in her statement that the term renascence 
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may not capture what Native Country was going through: "Ironically, while 
Indians enjoy far more general esteem and sympathy than do Negroes, many 
white Americans, including people active in aiding the Negro cause, either find 
the Indian movement difficult to comprehend or simply accept as valid.,"16 

Not a Racial Minority 

Of course, Native Peoples enjoyed white approval more than Blacks dur
ing this period. Although an increasing percentage of the Native population was 
living in urban centers due to a white-sanctioned relocation policy,17 "Indians", 
unlike "those Negroes," were not overtly taking their respective national struggles 
(or Red Power as it is collectively called) into the streets demanding equal rights, 
wanting to eliminate racial discrimination, and wanting to end racial segrega
tion. No, our struggle was of a far different nature: we were asserting our right 
to national coexistence. We challenged the overall colonial project, which was 
designed to save the man or woman by killing the Native within. In short, we 
remain committed to stopping the colonial obliteration of our nationalities. As a 
basic human—not civil—right, this struggle to maintain our national characters 
requires now, as then, that we examine our oppression through a different lens. 

An important aspect of our right to coexist as peoples or nations necessi
tates negotiating the white rapids of identity politics imposed by non-Natives. 
The term "minority" is frequently used to refer to quantity or numbers of people, 
but in most scholarly discourse it is used to reflect the power differential be
tween non-whites and whites that favors the latter. For the minority label to 
have any meaning when used with respect to Native Peoples, it must employ the 
race-based concept of blood quantum, namely, the degree of non-Native (al
most exclusively white) blood a person possesses. Of course, blood quantum 
has the deleterious effect of normalizing thousands of Native Peoples to the 
colonial status of Indian, American Indian, or Native American, omitting the 
rich context of distinct nationalities and homelands. 

Including Native Peoples under the category of a "racial minority" has 
distorted how whites and others viewed the emerging "Indian" movement. This 
category inadequately frames a complex nation-to-nation dialogue into one where 
whites assume that Natives, like other minorities, basically desire the same le
gal rights as and social equality of (or with) whites. So long as Native Peoples 
can be forced under the status of racial minority, the realities of our treaty rights— 
which include acts of self-governance, the call for self-determination, the pres
ervation and enhancement of established homeland boundaries, national alle
giance to one's people in the form of language maintenance, and adherence to 
cultural traditions—vanish. 

Moreover, because—then, as now—national coexistence defies white no
tions about racial integration or desegregation, more than once Lurie noted that 
whites were usually at a loss when Natives stated that they wanted a physically 
separate space and to be left alone.18 Consequently, given what was at stake for 
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Native Peoples, we had no choice but to contest the inappropriate label of racial 
minority; otherwise race, not nationalism, would dictate the agenda of the "In
dian Problem." 

Finally, if the label "Indian" is synonymous with race, then perhaps all 
Native Peoples have had good reason to fear. Whereas Native Peoples choose 
their spokespeople to act on their behalf or else be rejected, racial minority 
leadership has all too often been co-opted by whites in power. As Vine Deloria, 
Jr. noted in 1969, frequently minority leadership is beholden to media coverage 
that is controlled by white interests.19 Also, because minority and other oppressed 
communities organizing around social problems must seek financial support to 
advance their agendas, they must often go before private or state agencies where 
whites hold influential positions. Whether a minority group or leader receives 
good press or assistance depends on the "compatibilities" between minority 
demands and colonial ideologies. 

Of course, Native Peoples are not immune to white co-optation, as both the 
1934 Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) and the 1988 Indian Gaming Regulatory 
Act (IGRA) demonstrate. Nonetheless, Native communities have a recognized 
political status concomitant with territorial integrity and recognition. These at
tributes provide accountability to Native communities in ways that other racial 
minorities lack. For example, almost without exception, reservation leaders are 
elected to represent their people in dealing with outsiders. Without this affirma
tion from within the group, media exposure or outside support cannot simply 
annoint some person a leader and expect the reservation community to acqui
esce. This power disparity has meant that minorities could not afford to lose any 
payoffs by being uppity with, and thereby offending, whites. 

Hence, it may not have been comforting to Native Country when Lurie 
noted approvingly the trend of more Natives attending college, saying "it is 
worth noting that a surprisingly large number of younger Indians who are deeply 
committed to the idea of Indian identity are seeking degrees in anthropology!"20 

Contemplating Lurie's observation, one wonders what possible good could come 
of young Indians committed to the idea of an Indian identity? Native identity is 
not an idea but a way of life. Indeed, a few years following the release of the 
special issue, Vine Deloria, Jr. strongly critiqued Lurie's discipline for what it 
failed to do for Native Country in its most trying times.21 

Not Ethnic Enclaves 
Another label familiar to whites but inappropriate when applied to Indians 

was and remains that of ethnic group. During the 1960s when racial minorities, 
Blacks in particular, dramatically came to the attention of white society, de
scendants of voluntary, mostly European, immigrants also proclaimed their 
"minority"—albeit ethnic group—status. Hundreds of hyphenated ethnic groups 
sprouted, such as the Chinese-, French-, German-, Greek- Irish-, Italian-, Japa
nese-, Korean-, Lebanese-, Spanish-Americans, and so forth. Ethnicity of this 
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kind is mostly related to ancestry with cultural identifiers varying in degrees 
from language proficiency or adherence to customs of one's national origin to 
complete ignorance of their national origin. 

Nearly a generation later, Stephen Steinberg would argue that these so-
called ethnic groups engaged their "nationality" in ways that were more sym
bolic than real—St. Patrick's Day, Columbus Day, or food festivals. Steinberg 
noted, for example, the personal experiences of some Scottish-Americans re
turning to Scotland and how their return became indicative of nationality turned 
ethnicity in the United States. 

The incongruity between the culture of the home country and 
that of hyphenated Americans is also pointed up by the expe
rience of a group of affluent Americans of Scottish descent 
who returned to Scotland in 1977 for the International Gath
ering of the Clans. Replete with kilts and bagpipes, they spent 
two weeks searching the countryside for their roots. Accord
ing to The New York Times, the Americans were met with ridi
cule, not only for making a spectacle of themselves, but also 
for fraternizing with the wealthy clan chiefs whose ancestors 
had driven their ancestors out of Scotland.22 

Any post-third-generation descendent—the now hyphenated American— 
of a voluntary immigrant today will tell you that going back to the old country 
only reminds them how superficial their ethnicity is compared to the complex 
nuances that genuine or authentic nationality embraces. Assimilating into white 
society proved, for whatever reasons, a stronger incentive than any desire for 
almost all voluntary immigrants to maintain their respective nationality. 

Were Native Peoples to dissolve as well behind the distinguishing hyphen? 
Several of the individuals contributing to the special issue believed so;23 but 
interestingly they did not attach a colonial tribal name to the term American 
(Nez Perce-American, Iroquois-American, Houma-American, Lumbee-Ameri
can, Cherokee-American, and so forth). Instead, the writers mostly invoked the 
more homogenizing term, Indian, as having sufficient power to explain Native 
Peoples. Lurie obviously carried a message that Indians were, not unlike other 
minorities or ethnic groups, joining the rash of recent activism that, among other 
things, promoted racial or ethnic pride. And she used many phrases to express 
her point, such as "a heightened desire for Indian identity;"24 "emphasis on In
dian identity in terms of reactivating or encouraging perpetuation of tribal lan
guages, customs;"25 "Indian racism takes a distinctive form in arguing against 
assimilation with non-Indians;"26 "Indian distinctiveness is stressed culturally 
and historically;"27 and "Stress on tribal identity as inseparable from Indian 
identity."28 What about our nationalism as the real fuel for the Indian move
ment? Lurie found that this question, with its deeper insights into the Indian 
movement, either confused or disturbed whites. 
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A Conscious Nationalism is Nation-building 
That whites failed to comprehend a different social reality emerging from 

Native communities becomes apparent when Lurie distinguished among four 
frequently overlapping categories: nationalism or supratribalism (described as 
Indians first, nationality or tribalism second);29 pan-Indianism or intertribalism 
(described as tribal Indians on relocation); tribalism or parochialism (described 
as Indians predominantly having small-town, or, in this case, reservation views); 
and country Indians or provincialism (described as Indians who keep to them
selves). 

At the nationalism and pan-Indianism levels, one would expect to find not 
only more urbane whites but also the cultural gap between Indians and whites to 
be narrower. At the tribal and country Indian levels, one finds the converse to be 
true: more local whites and a wider cultural gap. Of course, these levels were 
fluid because, as Lurie noted, Natives floated in and out of each level or, de
pending on the circumstance, occupied more than one simultaneously. As a re
sult, whites were frequently treated to, and left in a purple haze by, a dazzling 
experience of Native level-shifting within the Indian movement. 

For example, from classic Native stories about white researchers swarming 
into the homelands during the summer, one could easily imagine an inquiring 
white, who, wanting to know about the Indian movement, traveled to a reserva
tion and hobnobbed with a tribal or country Indian. Soon after the white's ar
rival, the Indian asks the new arrival if she or he has any Bull Durham, the 
cigarette tobacco of choice during the 1960s. To the inquisitive white, her or his 
newfound tribal or country Indian simply wants some Bull Durham to smoke. 
But before the white can offer to buy some Bull Durham at a border town store— 
white-run, of course—the tribal or country Indian turns staunch nationalist, per
suading the white to purchase the Bull Durham (tax free perhaps) at the tribal 
smoke shop as a show of white solidarity or support for Native sovereignty. 
Later, at a social gathering on the reservation, the tribal or country Indian once 
again turns staunch nationalist. He or she now becomes a 49er-stomping pan-
Indian, wanting to share the Bull Durham with other Indians and the by-now-
frazzled white. While investigating the Indian movement during his or her month-
long stay on the reservation, the white finds this scene repeated many times. 

Later, when questioned by other whites about his or her excursion among 
the Indians, the new "Indian expert" reports on his or her adventures but says 
little about the Bull Durham—only that he or she purchased some from time to 
time but refused the Indian's offer to share it, because, well, he or she is, after 
all, a non-smoker. Of course, at this point, all the listening whites agreed it was 
downright rude of the Indian to assume everyone smokes. 

What does this story of level-shifting have to do with Lurie and the special 
issue? Like Bull Durham tobacco, our nationalisms are expressed in a multitude 
of ways that are mostly missed or ignored by the uninitiated. For Natives, our 
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right to exist as a people is as sacred as tobacco. In other words, our distinct 
nationalisms are our Bull Durham. 

During this challenging period of social change in the United States, the 
respective nationalisms of Native Peoples seemed particularly offensive to white 
sensibilities. Well-meaning whites were not especially happy whenever Native 
consciousness moved away from civil rights and other social issues (i.e., the 
War protests, women's reproductive rights, etc.) and toward decolonization.30 

As a result, whites either became lukewarm in their support of the movement or, 
worse, highly critical of it. Indeed, strong nationalist sentiments expressed by 
most Native Peoples exposed the inherent colonialism of whites,31 especially 
when they referred to Native nationalisms as being provincial and unconstructive: 

A number of respondents recognized the presence of such 
conscious nationalism, but feared or disparaged it because it 
involved more noise than direction, because it lacked clear-
cut objectives, or because it played upon a generalized shared 
hostility toward larger society rather than positive features 
of a shared Indian identity?2 

The emphasis on "positive features of shared Indian identity" that Lurie 
described framed how a non-Native (or, in some cases, Native) person might 
perceive the Indian movement's aims or goals. Depending on his or her level of 
discomfort with those goals, a non-Native would interact positively or nega
tively with Natives. As for Natives, embracing a racial or ethnic orientation 
likely landed them in the civil rights camp fighting for social equality or equal 
rights; they became "good Indians" in white-speak.33 

Comparatively, a nationalist perspective landed Natives in the sovereignty 
camp, which championed self-determination or treaty rights, both core compo
nents of nation-building; these individuals ostensibly became "bad Indians." 
These two movements—civil rights and Native nationalism—against white op
pression sometimes crossed paths, but they went in separate directions. It is at 
these crossings where the differences in the two movements can be most clearly 
seen: human rights versus civil rights, treaty rights versus equal rights, and na
tional political status versus racial or ethnic status. 

One well-known crossing was the 1964 fish-ins in Washington State. Lurie 
explained to the journal's readership that the "Indians were not protesting 
abbrogation [sic] of general civil rights to fish in given areas; rather, they were 
demonstrating for special rights as Indians to fish irrespective of game laws."34 

Her analysis carries an implicit white bias, because she framed such protests as 
Natives wanting to be exempt from laws that applied to Americans. According 
to this analysis, Native activists were contravening the white understanding that 
minorities demand equal application of the law, desegregation, and social 
equality. 
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However, in his account of these Native-led fish-ins, Stan Steiner, in the 
late 1960s, challenged the academy by providing an alternative, albeit rare, 
white view.35 In truth, Steiner argued, by applying its game laws "indiscrimi
nately," Washington State violated established treaty law, according to which 
fishing is a national, not an individual, right. By failing to explore this elemental 
truth, the academy failed to grasp one of the most crucial implications of na
tionalism: no matter how much the languages, customs, norms, and values may 
differ from the mainstream, every people has a right to a national existence. 

At the time of the special issue, Native Peoples in the United States had not 
yet widely internationalized the emergent Indian movement. Since then, how
ever, we have been coupling our efforts to assert our right of co-existence with 
other self-determination movements of colonized peoples throughout the world. 
Subsequently, we have read similar European critiques of the decolonization 
movements of the Third World that parallel Lurie's analysis.36 Thus, whenever a 
colonized population asserts its national status and refuses to abide by a con
structed colonial status, the contentious political question of the colonized 
people's national status, as in our case, remains problematic for colonizers. 

Finally, as the 1960s were coming to a close, Native Peoples had, as men
tioned earlier, successfully waged a 15-year struggle against termination. Ter
mination was the whites' policy to obliterate a long-standing politico-legal— 
albeit imperial—status accorded to Native Peoples: "domestic, dependent na
tions," first promulgated in Supreme Court Justice John Marshall's racist 1831 
opinion in Cherokee Nation v. Georgia?1 In the main, this status had preempted 
states from exercising their power in Native Country. White courts had to ac
knowledge that this status affords Native Country a political status higher than 
that of the states.38 Because this status theoretically describes a nation-to-nation 
relationship between Native Peoples and Americans, mutual consent—despite 
white misconduct and the history of one-sided legal fictions notwithstanding— 
remains this relationship's core principle. 

Decolonization Remains the Native Goal 

Of course, this core understanding of mutual consent between nations 
changed dramatically in August 1953, when the American government enacted 
Public Law 83-280 (PL 280), the infamous termination law, which allowed any 
state to assume jurisdiction over Native lands without the consent of Native 
Peoples. The 1953 law flagrantly set aside the 12-decade-long federal doctrine 
of "domestic, dependent nations," for that of states' rights, an argument that 
southern states typically invoked against federal intervention to maintain white 
hegemony. Not until 1968 was PL 280 finally amended to require Native con
sent as a prerequisite to operationalizing this law. 

Though Native Country incurred some political fatalities—the terminated 
tribes39—Native Peoples emerged more determined than ever to prevent states 
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from invoking this law and also to protect their communities from further white 
intrusion. 

By 1965, this determination on the part of Native Peoples was, as Lurie 
pointed out, already bothering white society: 

Those [whites] who begin to grasp what Indians are really 
after often feel uncertain or indignant about the moral, ethi
cal, and political connotations of the Indian definition of rights 
under the American form of government. Simply put, many 
Indians want to exercise the right to be Indian, maintaining 
and protecting their distinct communities and socio-racial iden
tity, even by safe-guards if possible, while availing themselves 
of material and educational advantages enjoyed by the soci
ety at large."40 

Unfortunately, whites continue to appeal to this worn-out line of reasoning, 
claiming that Natives want it both ways. That is, Indians want to live on the 
white peoples' dole (wardship or guardianship), but they do not want to lift a 
finger to help pay their fair share (Indians not taxed) or to assume the responsi
bilities of American citizenship (special rights versus equal rights). Indeed, in 
1998 a white individual who saw the Indian movement threatening core ideals 
of Americanism echoed that same concern voiced over thirty years before: "The 
highest aspiration of the Indian sovereignty movement is to develop tribal Uto
pias that are completely independent of the United States, while retaining ac
cess to the social and financial benefits of American citizenship."41 Why does 
exercising the right to be Indian while enjoying the "advantages" that white 
society supposedly has to offer strike whites as so incongruent? 

If we switch the previous quote by Lurie so that Indians rather than whites 
made this claim, we begin to appreciate how changing a voice's color can make 
a world of difference: the absurd appears sensible. Indeed, the wanting-it-both-
ways complaint is transformed into a palatable, even laudable, "having a say in 
your own destiny" argument. 

Those [Indians] who begin to grasp what whites are really 
after often feel uncertain or indignant about the moral, ethi
cal, and political connotations of the white definition of rights 
under an American Indian form of government. Simply put, 
many whites want to exercise the right to be white, maintain
ing and protecting their distinct communities and socio-racial 
identity, even by safe-guards if possible, while availing them
selves of material and educational advantages enjoyed by 
Native society at large. 
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This conceptually difficult role reversal transforms the meaning of white rights 
into an acceptable and legitimate argument against Native colonization and 
domination of white people. 

Enjoying the privilege that comes from racism and colonialism, Lurie was 
well aware of the reception Native Peoples could expect from whites, well-
intentioned or not, if they pushed an anxiety-inducing definition of national 
coexistence and national rights: 

. . . even those non-Indians able to tolerate this [Indian] defi
nition [of rights] and sympathetic to it frequently find they 
cannot offer Indian people their whole-hearted support or sin
cere assistance because they consider such a goal unfortu
nately but ultimately unrealistic and impossible to achieve."42 

Her point shows how little support exists even among well-informed or friendly 
whites for Natives intent on pursuing their inherent self-defined rights. 

Forty years have transpired since Lurie's essay informed Native Peoples 
that a nationalist agenda would be unacceptable to the mainstream. And while 
the record of the last four decades supports Lurie,43 the record equally reveals 
that nationalism not only remains but has increased intensity as a force in the 
lives of colonized Native Peoples. Perhaps this is why the journal has returned 
to this difficult subject, and the journal should be commended for doing so. 
Undoubtedly, this long-standing Native Question about the American occupa
tion in our respective homelands needs to be addressed, so I ask: Can you as 
Americans offer your whole-hearted support and sincere assistance to further
ing our decolonization? Do you still consider such a goal unrealistic and impos
sible to achieve? I can assure you that there are nine-year-old Native boys and 
girls waiting to hear answers to these questions. 
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